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Abstract 

Nanotechnologies are one of the promising approaches for achieving the goal of formation of 

sustainable and well-aging societies. Nanocarbons, such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and fullerene, 

due to their remarkable electrical and mechanical properties and their unique morphologies, appear 

suitable for a wide variety of applications, include catalysts, batteries, biosensors, nanocomposites, 

drug deliveries, solar cells, water/air purifications and supercapacitor [1]. Nanocarbon technology is 

expected to contribute widely to SDGs by such various applications [2]. We report in this study [3] 

that there are some meaningful trends in researches on nanocarbons; this conclusion is made by 

extracting the information regarding paper citations from more than 300,000 scientific papers. A so-

called node’s degree of trend-followings is elected as an original indicator, denoted as intrinsic 

publication year (IPY). Meaningful relations between IPY and the number of paper citations are 

observed: top 10%-citation papers took the highest IPY values and 0%-citation papers took the lowest 

IPY values. This new observation implies a fact that a high-citation paper is always following the 

trends in researches on nanocarbons. A similar tendency is also observed in researches on solar cells 

and America Physical Society (APS). In other words, IPY is a meaningful indicator for predicting of 

future citations of academic researches. In addition, our experimental data have shown a new fact that 
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specified keywords with high IPY values involved in the abstracts of papers have been used frequently 

in the following publications. In conclusion, we have developed a comprehensive, computer-based 

approach by using citation network analysis, topic modeling and machine learning for identifying of 

knowledge structures, relevance between knowledge domains and the emerging research fronts [4]. 

As an upgraded research achievement of the data-driven approaches, we have also established a novel 

framework which is capable of forecasting the trends as the growing directions of paper citations via 

network representation learning (NRL) [3]. We presume that the linear growth of paper citations in 

latent spaces observed by NRL is the results reflecting the iterative edge-additional process of the 

citation networks. Other potential applications of our Technology Informatics will be also mentioned.   
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